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Abstract—By introducing the theory of virtual compound joint
and its characteristic parameters analysis method, the moving
capability of the output terminal of the kinematic chain can be
obtained by calculating and analyzing the instantaneous or global
equivalent rotation angle domain and instantaneous or global
equivalent translation domain of virtual compound joint.
Analyzing the kinematic chain over 3 different cases base on its
joint composition, then finding the solution of equivalent rotation
angle domain or/and equivalent translation domain of compound
joint. Six-degree-of-freedom series-connected robot is analyzed as
an example, the corresponding quantified results under given
conditions are obtained by using MATLAB, the moving
capability characteristics of the series-connected robot such as
global equivalent rotation angle domain and global equivalent
translation domain are presented in a direct and clear way by
planar six-dimensional topological graph, the degree of freedom,
working space, singularity are obtained at the same time.
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I.  INTRODUCTION

In 1955, Denavit and Hartenberg published a paper in
"ASME Journal of Applied Mechanics", then people use the
method in this paper represent and make model of robot, and
it’s motion equations are derived, which has become a
standard representing and modeling method for robot [1].In
recent years, there are a lot of studies based on D-H method
and homogeneous coordinate transformation. Yang Jidong [2]
studied a H parallel mechanism which with two degrees of
freedom, getting its positive and inverse solutions of its
position by utilizing kinematic superposition principle,
evaluating its movement performance by utilizing the
condition number of Jacobi matrix and analyzing its accessible
working space. Han Yingying [3] established an extensible,
ring-shaped constraint equations with multiple symmetric
surfaces based on the D-H matrix transfer method. Shan Peng
[4,5] used D-H transformation matrix as the modeling tool,
established a general posture equation of 6 degrees of freedom
parallel machine, and the inverse kinematics equation is
solved. Li Ruiqin [6] take a random branched chain of 3-RSR
parallel robot as the research object, established a position
relation matrix of moving platform against static platform by
using D-H matrix. In the paper [7], it mentioned the utilizing
of mathematical tools in the research of the mechanism has

made great achievements, and will continue to play an
important role in the future.

In this paper, we made some progress by introducing the
virtual compound joint theory and characteristic parameter
analysis method, the moving capability characteristics of
output of kinematic chain can be obtained through the
calculation of instantaneous or global equivalent rotation angle
domain and translation domain of virtual compound joint.
With the help of planar six-dimensional topological graph, a
specific series robot with 6 degrees of freedom is analyzed, the
results of mechanism space moving capability are obtained.

II. BASIC DEFINITION OF COMPOUND JOINTS

Virtual compound joint: Supposing that superposing some
joints in the kinematic chain can create a new virtual joint,
which has the moving ability of each joint, this is defined as
virtual compound joint (compound joint for short).

Equivalent transformation of the compound joint: The
equivalent translation of the kinematic chain which is replaced
by compound joint along the three directions of basic
coordinate system and equivalent rotation around the three
axis of the based coordinate system are defined as the
equivalent transformation of the compound joint, as shown in
formula (1)

),(),(),(),(),(),( mmm
zyx zrotyrotaxrotpztranspytranspxtransF (1)

The equivalent main rotation angle of the compound joint:
The angles mmm ,,  rotated around the three coordinate
axis zyx ,,  are defined as the equivalent main rotation angle.

Virtual link length: The distance from origin of basis
coordinate system to the virtual link output end ),,( zyx pppP  ,

the length 222 )()()( zyxe pppl  is defined as the length of
the virtual link.

The equivalent rotation angle of the compound joint: The
intersection of the compound joint equivalent main angle and
vice angle constitute the equivalent angle eee ,, .

The equivalent translation of the compound joint: The
intersection of the compound joint equivalent main translation
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and equivalence vice translation constitute the equivalent
translation e
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The equivalent transformation matrix T = F, so the
corresponding term in formula (2) is equal.
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III. CALCULATION AND ANALYSIS OF COMPOUND JOINT

A. Analysis of Equivalent Rotation Angle Domain of The
Compound Joint
The first step: calculating and analyzing the equivalent

main rotation angle by formula (2), the following are 5 cases
for specific solution.

1) 0cos&0sin mm , from formula (2)
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2) 1cos&0sin mm , from formula (2)
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Result: 360/360/0),arcsin(),arccos( 1233
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3) 1cos&0sin mm , from formula (2)
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4) 0cos&1sin mm , from formula (2)
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From formula (3) )/( 3121 ttarctgmm  ,  2  cases  as
followed

Case 1: Supposing 0m ,there is )/( 3121 ttarctgm ,
so that we can obtain the maximum and minimum value of

m , and 90/270m .

Case 2: Supposing 0m ,there is )/( 3121 ttarctgm , so
that we can obtain the maximum and minimum value of m ,
and 90/270m .

5) 0cos&1sin m , from formula (2)
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From formula (4) )/( 3121 ttarctgmm  , 2 cases are
as follow

Case 1: Supposing 0m
,there is )/( 3121 ttarctgm ,

so that we can obtain the maximum and minimum value of
m ,  and 270/90m .

Case 2: Supposing 0m
,there is )/( 3121 ttarctgm , so

that we can obtain the maximum and minimum value of m ,
and 270/90m .

The instantaneous equivalent main rotation angle
component domains obtained:
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The instantaneous main rotation angle component domains
are a series of interval, union all the intervals to obtain the
global main rotation angle component domain of the
compound joint, as shown in formula (6).
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The second step: calculating and analyzing the equivalent
vice rotation angle by the equivalent transformation matrix T.

1)The movement range of the mobile joint in the kinematic
chain is ],0[ max

ia , )6,2,1(iai , when the extension length
of mobile joint is 0, the cosine angle between the virtual link
axis and three axis of the base coordinate system zyx ,, is:
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if the extension length is max
ia (8)
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The instantaneous vice rotation angle component domain,
as shown in formula (9).

2) The instantaneous vice rotation angle component
domain is a series of instantaneous vice rotation angle
component domain }{},{},{ vsvsvs , merging all the interval,
we can get new interval is the global main translation
component domain, as shown in formula (10).

3) Merging the instantaneous/ global main rotation angle
component domain and instantaneous/ global vice rotation
angle component domain, the corresponding instantaneous /
global equivalent rotation angle domain are obtained.
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B. Calculation and Analysis of Equivalent Translation
Domain of The Compound Joint
The third step: Utilizing the results from first step and the

equivalent transformation matrix T to calculate the equivalent
translation domain. Two cases as followed:

Case 1: when T[1,4] T[2,4], T[3,4] contain variable
parameter )6,2,1(iai .

1) When ia takes the maximum or minimum value, the
instantaneous main translation component domain

}{},{},{ ms
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x PPP , as shown in formula (13).
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2) When the mobile joint takes the maximum or minimum
value in its corresponding range of movement, the equivalent
link length is a variable value in a series of instantaneous main
translation component domain }{},{},{ ms

z
ms

y
ms

x PPP , merging all
intervals can obtain the global main translation component
domain }{},{},{ mc

z
mc

y
mc

x PPP , as shown in formula (14).

3) The equivalent link of compound joint rotating ,,
around the based zyx ,, , the terminal point of equivalent link
move from

zyx ppp ,,  to
zyx ppp ,,  , the interval formed by

old and new points is the instantaneous vice translation
component domain }{},{},{ vs

z
vs
y

vs
x PPP , as shown in formula

(15).
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4) The equivalent link of compound joint rotated a series
of equivalent rotation angle ,,  around zyx ,, , the
terminal point move from

zyx ppp ,,  to a series of new
position

zyx ppp ,, ,  a  series  of  interval  formed  by  the  old
and new points, merging all intervals can get an interval with
maximum and minimum, this new interval is the global vice
translation component domain }{},{},{ vc

z
vc

y
vc

x PPP ,  as  shown in
formula (16).

5) Merging the instantaneous/ global main translation
component domain and instantaneous/ global vice translation
component domain, get the corresponding instantaneous /
global equivalent translation domain.
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Case 2: if T[1,4], T[2,4], T[3,4] do not contain variable
)6,2,1(iai , the equivalent main translation domain does

not exist, but the equivalent vice translation domain exists.
The solution method only includes the (3), (4), (5) parts in first
case.

C. Topological Analysis of Characteristic Parameters
The fourth step: bases on the first three steps, we can

obtain the global equivalent rotation angle domain (divided
into global main rotation angle component domain and global
vice rotation angle component domain) and the global
equivalent translation domain (divided into the global main
translation component domain and the global vice translation
component domain) under specific parameters condition, and
present it by planar six dimensional topological graph. The
specific method is in literature [8].

IV.  CASE ANALYSIS

As shown in Figure 1, the robot has six degrees of freedom,
all joints are rotation joints. According to the D-H
representation, build coordinate systems. Suppose that the
range )6,2,1(ii

is ]3025[ , mmammaa 100200 432 .
The calculation process:

FIGURE I. SERIES-CONNECTED ROBOT WITH 6 DEGREES OF
FREEDOM AND ITS REFERENCE COORDINATE SYSTEM
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1) Establish robot coordinate systems, supposing the joint
2, 3 and 4 are in the same plane, their nd  values are 0.

2) Give the homogeneous transformation matrix between
two adjacent joints.

3) Due to T[1,4], T[2,4], T[3,4], whose ia are a fixed
value parameter, the instantaneous vice rotation angle
component domain, global vice rotation angle component
domain and the equivalent main translation do not exist.

4) Calculating 654321 AAAAAAT , the instantaneous equivalent
rotation angle domain and the global equivalent rotation angle
domain can be obtained by using the formula (2) and the
method in section 3 of this paper.

5) Instantaneous vice translation component domain can be
obtained through previous third step, based on that the global
vice translation component domain can be obtained.

The above calculation can be processed by MATLAB
programming.The results are showed in figure 2 and 3.The
mechanism has 3 rotation degrees of freedom according to the
result of 3 rotation characteristic elements in topological
representation lines. It has 3 translation degrees of freedom
according to the result of 3 translation characteristic elements.
These 3 translation degrees of freedom are accompanied
translation (vice translation) formed by the kinematic chain
rotation pair interaction, so the output end has 6 degrees of
freedom.

FIGURE II. THE PARAMETERS OF JOINTS IN KINEMATIC CHAIN
AND THE OUTPUT RESULT OF COMPOUND JOINT

FIGURE . PLANAR SIX-DIMENSIONAL TOPOLOGICAL
REPRESENTATION

V.  CONCLUSION

We draw some conclusions by introducing the virtual
compound joint theory and characteristic parameter analysis
method and the conclusions are as follows:

1) The homogeneous total transformation of kinematic
chain can be replaced by equivalently transformation of virtual
compound joint. The element in homogeneous transformation

matrix can find a corresponding element in virtual compound
joint. The moving capability characteristics of kinematic chain
output end can be obtained by calculating the compound joint
instantaneous / global equivalent rotation angle domain,
instantaneous / global equivalent translation domain.

2) The moving capability characteristics parameters of the
virtual compound joint kinematic chain can be presented by
using planar six-dimensional topological graph, the degree of
freedom, working space and singularity of kinematic chain
output end can be obtained too.

3) The research gives the theory and method of general
application on the analysis of mechanism degree of freedom,
working space and singularity. Not only enrich and improve
the existing mechanism research theories, but also play a key
role in promoting the invention of new mechanism and
accelerating the existing mechanism to be putted into practical
engineering.
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